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Ensign’s report 1st September 2015
Highlighting two of our members’ accomplishments this month...

Radio control in the 19th century

In 1941 John I Thornycroft & Co of Southampton built a
batch of 8 Motor Torpedo Boats (MTB49 - 56). At 73 foot 9
inches, they were constructed entirely out of wood and had a
hard chine hull which was characteristic of British and American torpedo boats during WW2. They were powered by 4,
650 hp Thornycroft RY12 petrol engines, two driving each
shaft giving them a top speed of 29 knots. Armament consisted of a twin 0.5 inch Vickers machine gun mounted on
a power operated turret, two 21 inch torpedo tubes, 2 depth
charges and 4 mines. They had a complement of 12.

Inspired by an article he had read about early radio control
methods, Bob set out to build this working demonstration
model of a spark-gap transmitter (above, centre, with its associated
key on the left) and “coherer” receiver (on the right).
All 8 boats formed the 11th MTB Flotilla in 1941-42 but
were subsequently converted for high speed target work in
1943 and were given the names of Meggido, Menin, Messines, Marne, Mons, Montaubn, Morval and Nablus.

The coherer (in close up, above) was the first reliable detector
for radio waves, and consists of metal filings between two
electrodes that line up, or cohere, when a signal is received
and work a sensitive relay. After each signal, the filings need
to be shaken up to respond again to the next signal, hence
the mechanical tapper or de-coherer seen in the photo. This
all pre-dated not just solid state technology (transistors) but
also the invention of radio valves (vacuum tubes), with a RC
model first demonstrated publicly by Nikola Tesla in 1898.

My model represents MTB49 and is built to a scale of 1:24,
from Model Maker plans drawn by Vic Smeed. The bulkheads and deck are plywood whilst the hull is planked from
Tasmanian oak. The torpedo tubes and torpedo are made of
fibreglass. A 7.2 volt NiMH battery pack powers 2 Mabuchi
RS540 motors driving 40 mm plastic Graupner propellers.

